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OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT
Wood Chipper Shredders Stump Grinders

Kinetic Log Splitters



CHIPPER SHREDDERS

2.8IN Residential 
Direct Drive Chipper Shredder

PK0913DD
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5IN Chipper Shredder
w/ Electric Start

PK0915-EH

5IN Commercial Chipper Shredder
PK0915

4IN Commercial Chipper Shredder
PK0903

LOG SPLITTERS

STUMP GRINDERS

42-Ton Kinetic Log Splitter
PK0342

22-Ton Kinetic Log Splitter
PK0322K

14HP Stump Grinder
w/ Electric Start / Hour Meter

PK0803-EH

14HP Stump Grinder
PK0803

14HP Self Propelled
Stump Grinder w/

Electric Start / Hour
Meter

PK0803-SP

4IN Wood Branch Logger
PK0921

4IN Wood Branch Logger 
w/ Electric Start

PK0921-EH



2.8" DIRECT DRIVE CHIPPER
SHREDDER

P/N: PK0913DD - 2.8" Direct Drive Chipper Shredder
UPC: 0 37229 99421 6

6.5HP KOHLER RH265 Gas Engine: Powers your tasks with
efficiency and reliability, ideal for demanding outdoor conditions.
Direct Drive Power: Ensures robust performance and durability,
eliminating the need for complex belt systems.
Reversible/Replaceable Blades: Offers longevity and consistent
cutting quality, with easy maintenance and replacement options.
Adjustable Output Chute Diverter: Enables precise control over
the direction of chip discharge, enhancing the versatility of your
work.
Lightweight Design: Weighing in at just 117 lbs, this unit combines
portability with powerful performance.
Large ATV Tires: Provide enhanced mobility over rough terrains,
ensuring easy transportation wherever required.
Easy Mobility: Designed for convenience, allowing for effortless
movement and positioning on various job sites.
Optimal Chipping Performance: Features an adjustable anvil to
ensure the highest quality of chipping output.
Accessible Blade Maintenance: Equipped with latch and swing
chutes for quick and easy blade access, simplifying routine
upkeep.
Compact Item Dimensions: Measuring 64" x 29" x 50", this unit
offers a powerful solution in a manageable size.

Introducing our newest addition to the Power King family. The PK0913DD - 2.8" Residential Direct
Drive Chipper Shredder. Direct Drive power in a compact, light-weight, easy to maneuver chassis.
Easy to open chute latches for anvil adjustments or blade replacements. KOHLER Engines RH265
was designed for homeowner use with easy 1 lever operation makes starting and operation easy.

Chip & shred entire branches quickly and effortlessly. 
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EXTRA SET OF

BLADESINCLUDES



5"/4" ATV TOWABLE CHIPPER
SHREDDER

P/N: 
PK0915-EH - 5" Electric Start Chipper Shredder
0 37229 99417 9

PK0915 - 5" Chipper Shredder
0 37229 99418 6

PK0903 - 4" Chipper Shredder 
0 37229 99416 2

Powerful KOHLER Engines: Equipped with a 14HP KOHLER CH440
for the 5" models, and a 9.5HP KOHLER CH395 for the 4" model,
ensuring top-notch performance across commercial and residential
applications.
Reversible/Replaceable Blades: Offers versatility and longevity,
allowing for easy maintenance and optimal cutting efficiency.
Adjustable Chute Diverter: Enables control over chip discharge
direction, enhancing operational flexibility.
Optimal Chip Quality: Features an adjustable anvil, ensuring the
production of high-quality chips for various applications.
Easy Blade Access: Designed with latch and swing chutes,
facilitating straightforward blade maintenance and replacement.
Complete Accessory Package: Includes both short and extended
wheelbases, an extra set of blades, tow-bar, battery*, and hour
meter*, adding exceptional value and readiness for any task.

The Power King PK0915/PK0903 Series Chipper Shedders will chip and shred your tree trimmings, leaves and
broken branches into useful mulch. The Electric Start (PK0915-EH) model is easy to start with the turn of a key

and also includes an hour meter. The engine spins a weighted drum at around 3000 rpm, feeding the
branches and tree limbs, and shoots the chips through a multi-directional chute. These steel bldes are

double-sided and can be removed, and reversed. The narrow footprint of this unit allows for fitment through
residential gates while the included optional wheel base provides better stability while towing with an ATV.
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EXTRA SET OF

BLADES / COVER
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*PK0915-EH Only



P/N: 

PK0803-EH - 14HP Electric Start Stump Grinder with Hour Meter
0 37229 99414 8

PK0803 - 14HP Stump Grinder
0 37229 99406 3

14HP ATV TOWABLE STUMP
GRINDER

14HP KOHLER CH440 Engine: Powers your tasks with a
robust commercial gas engine, ensuring reliability and
performance.
Easy Starting: Features electric start* for hassle-free
ignition, streamlining your workflow from the get-go.
Maintenance Hour Meter: Comes equipped with an hour
meter* for timely maintenance reminders, keeping your
equipment in top condition.
9 Carbide-Tipped Teeth: Designed for maximum cutting
efficiency, these teeth tackle the toughest jobs with ease.
Safety Features: Includes a palm button and safety pull
for emergency shut-off, prioritizing operator safety.
Dual V-Belt Drive: Ensures a strong power transfer to the
grinding wheel for efficient operation.
Adjustable Control Handle: Offers adjustable positioning
for enhanced comfort during use, reducing operator
fatigue.
Comprehensive Accessories Package: Includes both
short and extended wheelbases, an extra set of teeth, tow-
bar, battery*, and hour meter*, adding value and versatility
to your purchase.

Powered by a strong and reliable 14HP KOHLER Commercial engine, this machine is well balanced to tackle any job. Electric start
lets you start the engine with the twist of the key.* Adjustable bow handle lowers and raises for optimal control and for compact

storage. Precision control brake holds the left wheel steady so you can easily pivot the machine. Nine Carbide tip grinds the stump
quickly and effectively. Front stand to protect the teeth when starting and storing. Centrifugal clutch provides easier starting and

cuts power to the grinding wheel for safe release of the front stand. Dual V-Belts transfer power from the engine to grinding
wheel efficiently.  Large wheels help over rocky terrain. Also has easy to reach locking throttle control and emergency stop button,

emergency stop pull cord, and debris guards for safety.
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REPLACEMENT

TEETH / COVER

INCLUDES



Powerful 14HP Kohler Engine: Delivers exceptional
grinding power for tough stumps.
Electric Start: Quick and reliable startups with minimal
effort.
Safety Features: Includes cutting wheel guard and
emergency shut-off for safe operation.
Dual Brake System: Enhances control and precision
during use.
Self-Propel Mechanism: Easy maneuverability reduces
physical strain.
Green Teeth Compatible: Easy teeth replacement for
peak performance.
Hour Meter: Tracks maintenance intervals to keep the
grinder in top condition.
Adjustable Handle: Customizable control for
comfortable use.
Large Wheels: Improved mobility over rough terrains.
Tow Bar Included: For easy transportation between job
sites. Part Numbers: 

PK0803-SP - 14HP Electric Start Stump Grinder with Hour Meter
0 37229 99414 8

14HP ATV TOWABLE SELF
PROPELLED STUMP GRINDER
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Compatible with

The Power King 14HP stump grinder combines power and ease of use, featuring self-propulsion for easy
movement and electric start for convenience. Its design includes an adjustable handle for comfort, dual
brakes for safety, and large tires to navigate rough terrain easily. This model is equipped with 9 durable,
carbide-tipped teeth and is compatible with Green Teeth, offering efficient stump removal. Additionally,

it has a tow bar for transport and an hour meter to track usage, making it a practical tool for both
professionals and homeowners.

COMING SOON!



Engine Power: Equipped with a Kohler 14HP engine for
superior efficiency and reliable performance.
Branch Capacity: Capable of processing wood branches up
to 4 inches in diameter, ideal for various landscaping and
cleanup projects.
Safety Features: Includes a safety shut-off switch for
immediate operation halt to ensure operator safety.
Portability: Features a towable design with a vehicle hitch
for easy transport to different work locations.
Durability: Constructed from high-quality materials for
longevity and resistance to wear and tear.
Bagging Capability: Offers the ability to bag processed
wood directly, making collection and cleanup more efficient.
Brakes: Comes with brakes designed to securely hold the
unit in place during wood processing, preventing movement
for increased safety and stability.

Part Numbers: 
PK0921 - 4" 14HP Wood Branch Logger
0 37229 99426 1
PK0921-EH - 4" 14HP Electric Start Wood Branch Logger
0 37229 99427 8

4" 14HP ATV TOWABLE WOOD
BRANCH LOGGER
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This 4" Wood Branch Logger is the perfect addition to any yard maintenance or firewood preparation toolkit.
Powered by a robust Kohler 14HP engine, it efficiently handles branches up to 4 inches in diameter. Safety is
prioritized with a convenient shut-off switch, while the towable design enhances its portability. Unique to this

logger is the braking system, specifically designed to keep the unit stationary during operation, ensuring stability
and safety. The ability to bag processed wood directly further adds to its convenience, making this logger a
versatile and indispensable tool. Built to last and easy to operate, this wood logger combines performance,

safety, mobility, and practicality in one comprehensive package.
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Part Number: 
PK0322K - 22-Ton 4.5HP Kinetic Log Splitter
0 37229 99151 2

22-TON KINETIC LOG SPLITTER

Enhanced Kinetic Cycle Speed: Equipped
with the high-performance KOHLER Command
Pro CH245 engine.
Simplified Maintenance: Offers easier
upkeep compared to hydraulic splitters,
streamlining your workflow.
Impressive Splitting Capacity: Boasts a
powerful 22-ton splitting force for efficient
wood processing.
Advanced Auto Braking System: Enhances
the longevity of the rack and spline, ensuring
durable operation.

Discover Unmatched Efficiency with the Power King 22-Ton Kinetic Log Splitter: Elevate your log
splitting experience with the Power King 22-Ton Kinetic Log Splitter, featuring a robust Kohler 4.5HP

Command Pro engine that powers two 25lb flywheels to generate formidable kinetic force. This
innovative design ensures logs are split swiftly and efficiently, with a cycle time of only 3 seconds—

significantly faster than traditional hydraulic splitters. Designed for ease of use and minimal
maintenance, it boasts an elevated platform for reduced back strain, easy towability for enhanced
portability, and eliminates the mess of hydraulic fluids. Perfect for those seeking power, speed, and
simplicity in their wood processing tasks, this log splitter guarantees to make quick work of even the

toughest logs, combining efficiency and convenience in one powerful package.
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ALL-WEATHER
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P/N:
PK0342 - 42-Ton Kinetic Log Splitter
0 37229 9306 6

42-TON KINETIC LOG SPLITTER

Fast Kinetic Cycle Time: Features the
efficient KOHLER Command Pro CH270
engine for rapid operation.
Easier Maintenance: Streamlines
upkeep with simpler processes compared
to hydraulic splitters.
42-Ton Splitting Power: Delivers
extraordinary splitting force for the most
demanding tasks.
Auto Braking System: Designed to
significantly extend the lifespan of the
rack and spline components.

The PowerKing 42-Ton 7HP ABS Kinetic Log Splitter redefines efficiency in log splitting technology, boasting a
kinetic flywheel system that significantly outpaces traditional hydraulic splitters 6 to 1 without the complexity of
hoses, pumps, valves, or filters. Designed for both dependability and high performance, this splitter features a
robust steel frame, a spacious 3 ft. x 4 ft. work table for commercial-grade operations, and an innovative Auto

Braking System to prevent overloading—enhancing durability and ensuring longevity. Complete with a removable
hitch, a case-hardened ram, and backed by a 3-year Kohler engine warranty, this unit promises a rapid 1-second

ram speed for unparalleled productivity, allowing users to focus more on the task and less on the tool.
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WEBSITE

E-MAIL / PHONE

SOCIAL MEDIA

Explore our website for top-notch products, parts, and
support. Our easy-to-use platform and extensive resources

ensure you quickly find what you need, from the latest
innovations to essential replacements. Committed to
excellence and customer satisfaction, we make your

experience seamless and satisfying. Visit us now for quality
solutions tailored to your needs.

www.QVTOOLS.com

Connect with our dedicated team in Fabulous Las Vegas,
NV - no robots here, only real people ready to assist you.

For personalized support, email us at
Support@qvtools.com or give us a call from 9am to 5pm
M-F PST at 1-800-344-3371. Our friendly staff is standing

by to offer the help you need, ensuring a seamless
experience.

Visit our YouTube channel for demos and
tutorials. Find easy-to-follow guides and

tips to improve your skills. Click, learn, and
explore with us on YouTube!


